1. Introduction 1.1. Let A be a W*-algebra of operators in a Hilbert apaoe Hj 9 -a normal faithful state on Aj S -the space of self-adjoint operators affiliated to A; Pro;) A -the lattice of all projections in A. In non-commutative probability A, 9, S and Proj A are treated as generalizations of a space of complex and bounded random variables L°° (£5,F,P), a mean value E «^»dP, the space of real random variables and ,the lattice of indicators of random events from P (respectively) £2].
1.2. The following definition generalizes the notion of convergence in probability.
Definit ion. For any linear operators x n ,xeS, x n tends to x "in 9" if, for any e >0, there exist projections p_€Proj A such that p Hci (1 D_ (the intersection of doa a x n * mains), x Q p n , xp Q are bounded, and || (x Q -x) p n || -0, 9(1-P n ) --0.
Remark. For any p n e Proj A, the condition 9( 1 -P n ) -0 is equivalent to the strong convergence, p fl -»1. Thus the notion of convergence "in?" does not depend on 9.
1.3. Any sequence x_ e A* 1 = AflS has at most one limit h h "in^" belonging to A . Namely, let x,xe A , p n ,p n eProj A and 9(1 -P n ) -0, ?(1~P n ) -0, ||(x n -x)p n ||-0, || (x Q -x)p n ]| -0, and thus || P n (x n -x) P n || -0, ||P n (* n -*) P n || -0. Subtracting the last two formulae, one obtains || p n (x-x) p Q |]->~0. This noticeable trick is due to Batty (cf. [1] ). It seems that if x,xeS were unbounded, then the inequality x 4 x would be 
L e m m a .
If t for any projection q e Pro j A,
with any seqaenoe (q ± ) from Proj A, then q is infinite. Proof. Suppose that there is a normal faithful traoial state T on the W*-algebra q A q. By (3), qi --0 strongly, which gives a contradiction. But A is <5-finite, by the existence of 9, and r would exist if only q were finite.
2.4. Lemma. Let e^e -fAe -(1 -fMe, f^f -fAe, ||e -f||<1 for any projections e,e,f,f e Proj A. Then ||p -q||si||e -f||, p~q ~f for some projections p<1 -f, q ^1 -e from Proj A.
Proof • u e 1 u*, -f 1 • u f 1 u*for some partial isometry u, u u* = u*u = e^vf^. Putting p = u f u*, q = u e u*, we end the proof.
2.5. Proof of Proposition 1.7. Suppose that t Q = f -V j e ffi 4 0 and denote y = (>(f 0 ). We obtain a contradiction in there steps.
Step 1: There are indices m^ and projections 0 4 f ^ ¿f -e a f, e.ie. -e m a f -e_ a (1 -f) from Proj A for any Patting e^ « e by 2.2.
-(1 -f)Ae , we end Step 1
Step 2s There are projections -em^, q^ ^ 1 -f from Proj A, such that ||q ± -p± ]| --0, q±~ f for i (cf. 2.4).
Step 3: As 9(qjL)^9(qi -p±) + ~ Pi> + 9(1 -em ) -0, Lemma 2.3 with q = 1 -f gives a contradiction, For a N = a f H , ¡|e n6N (a n -e N ) || = ||(a n -a N )e neK ||< £ , and e n £ N (a n ~ 3.3. Theorem 1.6. is a consequence of 3.2.
